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When we originally published this White Paper in January 2015, we laid out the
many reasons why investors should consider allocating to hedge funds. Given
current economic conditions and where we are in the market cycle, we believe
more evidence has emerged for why investors, both large and small, should
consider the asset class. In this update, we hope to articulate why, in our opinion,
hedge funds are a prudent alternative investment suitable for both retail and
institutional investors.
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For the past 65+ years since first emerging as an alternative investment, hedge
funds, as a whole or as an asset class, have delivered on their objective: to
provide a means of diversifying against or minimizing financial loss. So whether
during a bull market, when hedge funds don’t perform as well as, say, equities, or
during a bear market, when they perform better than equities, this alternative
investment hedges an investor’s bets, tempering the highs but also the lows.
That’s argument enough for many investors – including wealthy individuals,
institutional investors and pension funds – to hold hedge funds in their portfolios,
which explains why the industry oversees $3 trillion (TN) in assets under
management. Additionally, the Federal Reserve’s removal of Quantitative Easing
(QE) and normalization of interest rates will likely spark asset class volatility from
historically low levels, creating an environment where hedge funds can potentially
outperform. These reasons, and many more, underscore why investors should to

allocate to hedge funds.1

INTRODUCTION

Despite the media’s constant call for the demise of hedge funds over the past few
years, the industry crossed the $3TN mark in assets under management for the
first time, ending the second quarter of 2017 with a record $3.1TN in assets
(reference the chart on page 2 for historical growth of the HF industry).2 The
industry’s sheer size and continued growth display the integral role hedge funds
play in the portfolios of both institutional and high net worth investors. However,
underperformance relative to many traditional asset class benchmarks since the
financial crisis have many pundits continuing to question the existence of hedge
funds. This white paper articulates our reasoning for why investors should

continue to allocate to hedge funds.
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Why Investors Should Allocate to Hedge Funds

Why hedge funds? The simple explanation
Very simply, modern portfolio theory (MPT) and asset allocation illuminate why hedge funds are important investments to consider. Developed
in the early 1950s by economist Harry Markowitz, MPT holds that instead of putting an entire nest egg in a single stock or investment, it is best
to diversify and spread the right combination of investment eggs in one’s basket.
MPT and asset allocation, in part, reflects the concept that the more moderate-to-noncorrelated exposures there are in a portfolio, the lower the
aggregate portfolio’s risk and volatility. Clearly some trade-off exists between expected returns and lower risk because exposures with lower
correlation to equities, for instance, tend to deliver lower returns.
MPT has influenced how investors perceive risk, return and management of their portfolios and, in turn, money managers routinely adopt and
follow its principles. To be sure, MPT possesses some warts, including requiring investors often to rethink their concept of risks and to determine what truly constitutes diversification. Some investment professionals, for instance, say a portfolio comprised of just stocks and bonds is
sufficient. Others argue that a portfolio of stocks, bonds, hedge funds, private equity, venture capital, real estate and commodities is superior.

Chart source: SkyBridge. Period: 1/1/90 (HFRI index inception) through 3/31/17. Data source: HFR for HFRI index, Bloomberg for S&P 500 and Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate indices (total returns used in
both cases). As described by HFR: "The HFRI Fund Weighted Composite Index is a global, equal-weighted index of over 2,000 single-manager funds that report to HFR Database. Constituent funds report
monthly net of all fees performance in US Dollar and have a minimum of $50 Million under management or a twelve (12) month track record of active performance. The HFRI Fund Weighted Composite Index
does not include Funds of Hedge Funds." Indices are unmanaged and not available for direct investment. Past Performance is no guarantee of future results. The graphs were prepared using historical
results and there is no guarantee that the historical return, standard deviation or correlation characteristics of the S&P 500, Barclays Aggregate, and HFRI index will persist in the future. In particular, we
believe that the future returns of bonds in will probably be lower than the historical time period presented which could significantly change the slope of these various efficient frontiers (they would become
steeper). Furthermore, one could argue that both traditional stocks’ and the HFRI index’s return will be lower as well, which could lead to lower returns per unit of risk for all efficient portfolio returns.

Consider this example: a portfolio divided equally between cash and
equities would deliver substantially lower risk and return than an allequity portfolio. The methodology for modeling out these trade-offs
between the risk, return and correlation properties of underlying
portfolio exposures and the aggregate portfolio’s risk-and-return
profile is termed the efficient frontier.
In brief, the efficient frontier is a set of optimal portfolios that offers
the highest expected return for a defined level of risk or the lowest
risk for a given level of expected return. Portfolios below the efficient frontier are sub-optimal since they don’t deliver enough return
for the level of risk. Portfolios above the efficient frontier also are
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sub-optimal because they possess a higher level of risk for the defined rate of return. This approach limits the riskiness of the portfolio. As you can see in the chart above, adding hedge fund exposure
to a traditional stock and bond portfolio has historically enhanced
the efficiency by increasing the unit of return per unit of risk.
In general, successful investors and hedge fund managers embrace
MPT because they also embrace these precepts:

No investor can predict the future with precision. How many
investors anticipated the financial crisis? Of those who did, how
many profited from it? How many investors called the ensuing bull
www.skybridgecapital.com
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